SHOWERS

AND DUAL-SHOWER-SYSTEMS
Refreshingly unique

KLUDI SHOWERS AND
DUAL SHOWER SYSTEMS
Your showering experience –
refreshingly unique
Peoples’ habits and preferences for showering are as
diverse as they are. Some like a wild and lively shower,
while others wait all day for a relaxing spa experience.
Some people want to refresh and store up new energy,
yet others just want to feel great. People also shower
differently in the morning than they do in the evening.
KLUDI reflects the whole range of shower experiences
in its shower head series. No matter whether you want
to refresh yourself or relax, whether you need a wake-up
call or just a good clean after a hard day’s work: KLUDI
shower heads and shower systems invite you to make
your shower a unique, personal experience every day.

Development and expertise since 1926:
KLUDI was honoured with the PLUS X AWARD
as the most innovative brand of the year.

FUN FACTS
about showering

Showering is an everyday treat for
anyone. Refreshment, cleaning,
well-being – it’s only natural that
showering plays an important role
in your everyday routine.
And, just like other everyday
actions, we don’t always
understand it in detail.
There are, however, lots of
interesting facts and data available
on showering.

58 % sing
According to a study, 58 % of all people sing under the shower – maybe not every time, but
at least now and then. Maybe you’re part of this group, and turn into a superstar when you
turn on the jets. If so, do you sing current hits or good old classics? Studies have shown that
42 % of shower singers practice on pop songs, while 58 % choose classic tunes. You can even
download song lists for showering on music portals like Napster. What type of shower singer
are you? Find out. Warble and belt out your tunes during your next shower as loud as you want.
Researchers know that singing regularly can have a significant effect on well-being.

Do you know, for example, why cheap
shower curtains cling to your body?
Or which songs are peoples’ favourites for
singing in the shower? And do you know
how long you would have to stand under
the jets to film the most famous shower
scene in movie history?
We’ve collected a couple of these
interesting titbits of information
for you here. We hope you have
just as much fun reading this
page as you do during your
next shower with your KLUDI
showers.

Always
In general, renters can shower any time of the
day, including during the night. The Cologne
district court ruled on this in 1997:
“Any clause in house regulations prohibiting
showering and bathing at night is invalid.
Personal hygiene is part of social behaviour,
even at night, and part of normal use of a
rented space as well.”
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90 kg CO2
This is the amount of CO2 emissions each person
could save each year if they used a shower head
that used 50 % less water, since that water
would not need to be heated. A smart way
to help protect the climate.

KLUDI SHOWERS

77 A.D.
The work “Naturalis Historia” by the writer Pliny the Elder
appeared in Rome that year. This work attributes the invention
of the shower, called a “hanging bath” to a certain Sergius
Orata, who supposedly used showers to improve country
homes which he then resold for profit. The first showers,
however, were imitations of natural waterfalls constructed in
ancient Greece.

100 litres
This is the average amount of water a person uses
during a 5-minute shower at 20 litres per minute. You’ll need
approximately 150 litres for a full bath. Showering does save
a significant amount of water over bathing, but only if you just
spend a few minutes under the shower. The ratio is even better
if you use a KLUDI shower head with Eco function.

Bernoulli
Physicist Daniel Bernoulli discovered the flow
effects responsible for causing a plain shower
curtain to inevitably move toward your body
while you shower. A vortex of air and moisture
causes the curtain to get sucked into the
direction of the shower spray. During a hot
shower, the effect is increased by the movement
of heat. Only quality can solve the problem:
the higher quality your shower curtain, the less
you’ll suffer this effect.

“Showering is a
blessing for body
and soul.”

Seven days
That’s how long actress Janet Leigh says she spent in the shower
before the famous shower scene from Alfred Hitchcock’s film “Psycho”
was completed. The entire finished scene only lasted two minutes. The
famous sequence isn’t just one of the best-edited scenes in film history
– it’s also extremely uncanny, and gave people a queasy feeling getting
into the shower for quite some time.
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INNOVATIONS
for enjoying your daily shower
Form and function in perfect harmony – that’s the basis of good design.
Each KLUDI shower series offers a distinct aesthetic, but all are built
to be functional down to the smallest details. KLUDI works continuously
to integrate new innovations, turning each product into a technical master
piece. For a refreshing, completely perfect well-being experience.

Unique showering delight
KLUDI showers come in different design lines to meet the needs of
any modern bathroom decorating style. Hand showers are available
as both a 1S design with one jet type (volume) and a 3S version with
three jet types (volume, smooth and booster).
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KLUDI SHOWERS

Mini aerators
Calcium deposits won’t be a
problem anymore thanks to our
new mini aerators. You’ll be able
to simply brush limescale off
with your finger. Included as a
standard feature on the KLUDI FIZZ,
KLUDI A-AQ s, KLUDI FRESHLINE
and KLUDI LOGO series.
KLUDI shower hygiene
Hygiene is an important topic, especially in your shower, and the KLUDI
emptying function creates additional hygiene. A lever at the base of the
shower allows you to manually release extra water after using the hand
shower. No dripping, no fuss. More hygiene.
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Innovative, functional design
Here’s just one example of our
innovative design concepts:
the shower head bracket for the
KLUDI FIZZ series allows you to
use the hand shower as a head
shower as well. This makes it easy
to exchange the shower head if
necessary.
You can also, of course, adjust the
position and angle according to your
needs.

Water-saving technology
Water is our most important resource. Heating water
is, however, a significant energy-drain. This is a great
reason to treat the wet stuff as a valuable commodity.
Our water-saving Eco-model showers save up to 40 %
of your water. This helps you protect resources – not
to mention saving a pile of money in the process.
The KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER Eco shower hose can
do even more: with a simple twist, you can save up to
90 % of water used. And the less water you heat, the
more CO2 you save – a helpful contribution to climate
protection.
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100 %
10 %

80 %
50 %

KLUDI SHOWERS

Simple renovation

Solid manufacturing and solid
materials

If you’re facing a renovation
project or are interested in long-term
installation, adjustable and variable
positioning are important requirements. With the KLUDI A-QA v wall
bar, it’s possible to continue using
pre-existing drilled holes.

The KLUDI headquarters in Germany
make a clear statement: we know
what German quality means.
We produce long-lasting products
in high quality in our manufacturing
location in the heart of Germany to
meet this demand. All production
steps in manufacturing our shower
heads occur in-house at KLUDI.
This means we can guarantee the
best
possible quality for finishing
2.
and materials.

KLUDI shower systems offer up to a
30 cm height tolerance as a standard feature, as well as a swivelling
shower arm you can adjust to your
requirements.
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Our products are always accompanied by detailed and
easy to understand installation instructions. This ensures
ease of installation.

Global
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Instrucciones de montaje y de manejo
Instructions de montage et mode d' emploi
Installation and operating instructions
ΟΔΗΓΙΕΣ ΕΓΚΑΤΑΣΤΑΣΗΣ ΚΑΙ ΣΥΝΤΗΡΗΣΗΣ
Szerelési és használati utasítás
Istruzioni di montaggio e per l'uso

6
16

Montagehandleiding en Gebruiksaanwijzing

6

Instrukcja montażu i obsługi

8

Instrucţiuni de montaj şi utilizare
Руководство по монтажу и эксплуатации
Návod na montáž a obsluhu
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9 62 628/01

7
9
Kludi GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 25 60
D-58685 Menden
Am Vogelsang 31-33
D-58706 Menden

15
14

Telefon:
Telefax:
E-Mail:
Internet:

(D) +49 (0) 23 73 / 9 04-0
(D) +49 (0) 23 73 / 90 4-4 65
info@kludi.de
www.kludi.com
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REFRESHINGLY
UNIQUE
The wide range of
KLUDI shower fittings
Functional technology, simple operation, high-quality design:
KLUDI shower fittings are the highlight of successful bathroom design.
No matter whether you need wall-mounted or concealed fittings,
a thermostat or a single-lever mixer, KLUDI fittings offer you the
perfect solution for a unique shower experience.

Concealed shower thermostat
A master of comfort among levers:
our thermostat fittings allow you to
exactly adjust your water temperature. You’ll always be guaranteed a
consistent desired temperature from
your shower. A specialized thermal
element ensures functional reliability. A fast-acting mixer element
directly compensates for any temperature changes from your home
plumbing. All KLUDI thermostats
have scald protection at 38 °C as
a safety feature. This protects you
from accidental burns – an important function for the whole family.
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KLUDI SHOWERS

Wall-mounted single-lever shower mixer
As comfortable as your washbasin: it’s simple to adjust
temperatures and water levels with just one hand.
Since the system works so exactly, you’ll save time,
water and energy – just by turning a handle.

Concealed single-lever shower mixer
A great space saver: concealed fittings for your
shower. You mount the entire set on the wall, and
the perfectly designed operational elements nestle
flat against it, guaranteeing full freedom of movement. It’s a solution that’s not only technically and
visually unique, it’s also easy to clean.

Wall-mounted shower thermostat
A master of comfort among levers: our thermostat fittings allow you to
exactly adjust your water temperature. You’ll always be guaranteed a
consistent desired temperature from your shower. A specialized thermal
element ensures functional reliability. A fast-acting mixer element directly
compensates for any temperature changes from your home plumbing.
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head shower DN 15
6757805-00

KLUDI FIZZ
Elegance and energy
of the fan array
Unique and with a gentle stream of water: the array design of
KLUDI FIZZ showers. The unusual design generates a jet of
water that retains its energy. The combination of chrome with
a brilliant white shower-head base sets a strong, new trend in
design: fresh, clean, crisp.

KLUDI FIZZ
3S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6770005-00

KLUDI FIZZ
1S hand-held shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
6760005-00

KLUDI FIZZ
3S bathtub set
6775005-00

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
with 2 shower cartridges
headshower with normal spray
(volume)
6757505-00

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
with adjustable ball joint inclination
angle of 36°
6758005-00

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
wall fastening
with adjustable ball joint inclination
angle of 36°
6757005-00

KLUDI FIZZ
shower set DN 15
6705105

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower DN 15
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose
1,600 mm
6709605-00

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose
1,600 mm
6709505-00

KLUDI FIZZ
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with 2 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower DN 15
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose
1,600 mm
6709105-00

1S bathtub set*
6765005-00

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
headshower with normal spray
(volume)
6757805-00

KLUDI FIZZ
swiveling
head shower holder DN 15
6756005-00

KLUDI FIZZ
side shower DN 15
6708305-00
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with three shower cartidge*
6709305-00

KLUDI FIZZ

New

New
KLUDI FIZZ
3S hand-held shower
6770043-00

KLUDI FIZZ
1S hand-held shower
6760043-00

New
KLUDI FIZZ
1S bathtub set
6765091-00

New
KLUDI FIZZ
1S bathtub set
with wall-supply with holder
6767091-00

New
KLUDI FIZZ
3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6774091-00

New
KLUDI FIZZ
1S shower set
L = 900 mm
6764091-00

Something to look forward to every day:
The KLUDI FIZZ dual-head shower generates a wonderfully dense rain shower,
which is adapted perfectly to the human body. Both showers can be adjusted
individually for this. Whether in a linear arrangement or in opposite directions,
everyone can have the pleasure of their own individual shower with KLUDI FIZZ.

KLUDI FIZZ
wall rail
L = 900 mm
with floating slider and
Suparaflex hose
6762005-00

KLUDI FIZZ
3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6774005-00
1S shower set*
L = 900 mm
6764005-00

chrome

white/chrome

white

KLUDI showering hygiene
After each shower, the residual water will drain from the KLUDI FIZZ handset,
resulting in greater hygiene for showers and preventing annoying dripping.

*Not illustrated
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KLUDI FRESHLINE
Sheer showering enjoyment
A large overhead shower is an essential part of the perfect
experience. KLUDI also offers this as a retrofit version:
the thermostat dual shower system in the KLUDI FRESHLINE
stands for multidimensional showering enjoyment. All you need
is a water connection and the determination to maximise your
personal comfort in the shower.
The shower system includes a 25-centimetre overhead shower,
a flexible 3S handset and shower mixer with a thermostat
control. The thermostatic mixer delivers water at a pleasant
temperature and has Hot-Stop scald protection.

Thermostatic-Dual-Shower-System
6709205-00

3S shower set
6794005-00
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KLUDI FRESHLINE
SHOWERS

KLUDI FRESHLINE
3S handshower DN 15
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6790005-00

KLUDI FRESHLINE
1S handshower DN 15
with spray mode: volume
6780005-00

KLUDI FRESHLINE
head shower DN 15
Ø 250 mm
6751105-00

KLUDI FRESHLINE
1S bathtub set
6785005-00

KLUDI FRESHLINE
1S shower set
L = 600 mm
6783005-00

KLUDI FRESHLINE
3S shower set
L = 600 mm
6793005-00

L = 900 mm*
6784005-00

L = 900 mm*
6794005-00

KLUDI FRESHLINE
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI FRESHLINE
head shower 6751105-00
with KLUDI FRESHLINE 3S
handshower DN 15 6790005-00
with KLUDI SUPARAFLEX shower hose
G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1,600 mm
6709005-00

KLUDI FRESHLINE
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with KLUDI FRESHLINE
head shower 6751105-00
with KLUDI FRESHLINE 3S
handshower DN 15 6790005-00
with KLUDI SUPARAFLEX shower hose
G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1,600 mm
6709205-00

KLUDI FRESHLINE
3S bathtub set
6795005-00

chrome

*Not illustrated
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head shower DN 15
6651105-00
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KLUDI A-QA
A different shower every day
KLUDI A-QA is just like water: refreshing and
new, time and again. The line includes a huge
variety of individual showers and combined
shower sets. The assortment ranges from the
handset with several types of adjustable jets to
numerous thermostatic dual-shower systems
and the shower family.
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KLUDI A-QA i
1S hand-held shower
quick and easy cleaning system
Voluminous shower spray from
90 spray nozzles
6610005-00

KLUDI A-QA i
1S bathtub set
6615005-00

KLUDI A-QA s
3S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6570005-00

KLUDI A-QA s
3S bathtub set
6575005-00

KLUDI A-QA b
1S hand-held shower
with 50 % Eco function
quick and easy cleaning system
6560005-00

KLUDI A-QA b
1S bathtub set
6565005-00

KLUDI A-QA
wall supply DN 15
6554005-00

KLUDI A-QA
shower hook
without inlet
6555105-00

Protected against back flow*
6554305-00

New
KLUDI A-QA
wall supply DN 15
6556005-00
6556043-00

New

KLUDI A-QA
wall supply DN 15
continuously regulable
ceramic flow regulator
6556105-00

KLUDI A-QA
wall supply
continuously regulable
ceramic flow regulator
6554405-00

with ceramic shut-off valve*
6556205-00

with ceramic shut-off valve*
6554505-00

New
KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
300 x 300 mm
6443005-00
250 x 250 mm
6442505-00
200 x 200 mm*
6443005-00

New
KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
250 x 250 mm
6653105-00

KLUDI A-QA
eco-head shower DN 15
250 x 250 mm
6654105-00

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15*
200 x 200 mm
6653005-00

eco-head shower DN 15*
200 x 200 mm
6654005-00
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KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
140 x 245 mm
4940205-00

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
300 x 300 mm
6453005-00
200 x 200 mm*
6452005-00

KLUDI A-QA

New
KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
300 x 300 mm
6433005-00

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
Ø 245 mm
6651105-00

250 x 250 mm*
6432505-00

Ø 200 mm*
6651005-00

200 x 200 mm*
6432005-00

KLUDI A-QA
eco-head shower DN 15
Ø 245 mm
6652105-00

KLUDI A-QA
shower arm DN 15
L = 400 mm
6651405-00

Ø 200 mm*
6652005-00

L = 250 mm*
6651305-00

KLUDI A-QA s
wall rail
L = 600 mm:
with floating slider and
Sirenaflex hose 1,600 mm
6571005-00

KLUDI A-QA b
metal wall rail
L = 955 mm
with horizontal and
vertical adjustable slider
6564105-00

L = 900 mm*
6572005-00

KLUDI A-QA
ceiling arm DN 15
L = 150 mm
6651505-00
L = 150 mm*
6653505-00

KLUDI A-QA v: installing the wall
rail without any drilling

KLUDI A-QA v
wall rail
L = 1100 mm:
with floating slider and
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6209505-00

chrome

white

*Not illustrated

KLUDI A-QA v
Shower Duo:
thermostatic shower mixer
3S shower set KLUDI A-QA v
L = 1100 mm
6209705-00

Installing a new wall rail often involves drilling new holes.
The KLUDI A-QA v wall rail provides an
elegant solution, as it can useexisting
drill holes. Its flexible wall mounts
can be adjusted up ordown by 1020
mm. This means they can be mounted
right wherethe existing drill holes
are. The ideal solution for quick and
tidyrenovation without further damage
to the tiling.
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New

New
KLUDI A-QA s
THERMOSTATIC-DUAL-SHOWERSYSTEM DN 15
with head shower 250 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6619505-00

KLUDI A-QA s
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609505-00

KLUDI A-QA s
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 250 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6619205-00

KLUDI A-QA s
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609105-00

KLUDI A-QA
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with head shower 245 mm
KLUDI A-QA hand shower
and SUPARAFLEX Silver
shower hose 1600 mm
4909505-00

KLUDI A-QA
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 245 mm
KLUDI A-QA hand shower
and SUPARAFLEX Silver
shower hose 1600 mm
4919105-00

KLUDI A-QA
Thermostat-MonoShower-System DN 15
50 % water consumption regulation
6608105-00

KLUDI A-QA i
1S shower set
L = 900 mm
6614005-00
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KLUDI A-QA

KLUDI A-QA s
3S shower set
L = 600 mm
6573005-00

KLUDI A-QA b
1S shower set
L = 600 mm
6563005-00

L = 900 mm*
6574005-00

L = 900 mm*
6564005-00

KLUDI A-QA b
1S shower set
metal wall rail
L = 955 mm
6564205-00

KLUDI A-QA v
shower set 3S
L = 1100 mm
6209605-00

3S shower set
6574005-00

chrome

*Not illustrated
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3S shower set
6084005-00

KLUDI ZENTA
Exceptional variety
The basic architectural shapes of cylinder and
square shape the design of the KLUDI ZENTA.
The thermostat blends water to your desired
temperature in seconds and keeps it constant.
The KLUDI HotStop has built-in scald protection to stop water from burning you.
The handheld shower can be adjusted to three
jet types – for a unique shower experience.

Showering
with the right
temperature
and three
different jets
of water

New
KLUDI ZENTA
1S bathtub set
6066091-00
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New
KLUDI ZENTA
1S bathtub set
6065091-00
6065086-00

KLUDI ZENTA
3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6085091-00

KLUDI ZENTA
3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6084091-00
6084086-00

KLUDI ZENTA

KLUDI ZENTA
3S hand-held shower with quick
lime deposit cleaning system:
booster, smooth, volume
6080005-00
2S Hand-held shower with quick
lime deposit cleaning system:
smooth, volume*
6070005-00

KLUDI ZENTA
1S hand-held shower with quick
lime deposit cleaning system:
volume
6060005-00

KLUDI ZENTA
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm
KLUDI ZENTA 2S hand-held shower
and Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609005-00

KLUDI ZENTA
KLUDI Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm
KLUDI ZENTA 1S hand-held shower
and SUPARAFLEX shower hose
1,600 mm
6167705-00

KLUDI ZENTA SHOWER DUO:
thermostatic shower mixer
2S shower set
2S hand-held shower
with rain shower, soft spray
L = 600 mm
6057605-00
L = 900 mm*
6057705-00

KLUDI ZENTA
3S shower set
L = 600 mm
6083005-00

KLUDI ZENTA
2S shower set
L = 600 mm
6073005-00

KLUDI ZENTA
1S shower set
L = 600 mm
6063005-00

L = 900 mm*
6084005-00

L = 900 mm*
6074005-00

L = 900 mm*
6064005-00

chrome

white/chrome

black/chrome

*Not illustrated

KLUDI ZENTA
Wall bar: with floating slider
and Logoflex hose
L = 600 mm
6061005-00
L = 900 mm*
6062005-00
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Series of the year 2016

KLUDI LOGO
3S shower set
6839005-00

KLUDI LOGO
A drenching shower –
attractive in appearance too
Fine design, highly functional and top quality: even in the
basic segment, KLUDI has now created a concept for greater
showering enjoyment. In relaunching the LOGO series, the
expert for showers gives a new definition to state-of-the-art.
A drenching shower in the starter model range has never been
so stimulating – even in its looks!

Series of the year 2016

A choice of three
spray patterns
The rainshower is the standard pattern for the new LOGO handsets:
an invigorating stream of water that spreads to a comfortable width just a
few centimetres over your head. A real pleasure! In addition, the 3S handset
has a booster jet that will direct a massage to really hit the spot and a gentle
smooth spray, where the flow is pleasant and does not splash.
The 3S handset with its three spray patterns has a drain function for consummate hygiene too. After showering, the residual water is simply drained from
the shower head. This keeps irritating dripping and wiping up to a minimum.
The new KLUDI LOGO slider rails ensure that the LOGO handsets are always
in reach when you’re under the shower. With a transparent shower bracket
that makes it simple to remove the handset and put it back. It is easy to undo
the knob with wet hands and to lock it back in position on the rail. The rail is
available in genuine chrome-plated brass in 60 and 90 centimetre lengths –
with matching LOGO flex hose in a length of 160 centimetres.

Volume
The intense volume mode comes out broad and
soft from the evenly spaced jets – this ensures
that it covers a wide area even from a low height.
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Smooth
The smooth spray is generated by six mini aerators,
which mix air into the water, thus ensuring a gentle
stream of water.

Booster
The “booster” mode delivers a directed massager jet
that energises the skin and releases tension.

KLUDI LOGO

KLUDI LOGO
3S Hand shower DN 15
booster, smooth, volume
6830005-00

KLUDI LOGO
1S Hand shower DN 15
6810005-00

KLUDI LOGO
wall rail
L = 600 mm
6806005-00

KLUDI LOGO
1S shower set
L = 900 mm
6819005-00

KLUDI LOGO
3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6839005-00

L = 900 mm*
6809005-00

L = 600 mm*
6816005-00

L = 600 mm*
6836005-00

chrome

*Not illustrated

KLUDI LOGO
1S bathtub set
6801005-00
3S bathtub set*
6803005-00
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SHOWERSYSTEMS
For personalised showering
Dual-Shower-Systems with or without thermostats, various
design lines and practical functions – KLUDI’s shower
programme offers a wide choice of solutions to meet
different types of installation and individual shower habits.

Thermostatic-Dual-Shower-System DN 15
6609505-00

Head shower
Large rainfall shower head,
maximum spray function
Shower arm
Shower arm – swivels to the side
with infinite adjustability

Wall mounts:
Mounted close to the wall
to save space
Hand shower
Hand shower with 3 jet types:
booster, smooth and volume
for unique shower comfort

Wall bar
High-quality metal wall bar

Thermostat
In just seconds, the thermostat blends water
to the desired temperature and keeps it
constant. The KLUDI HotStop has built-in
scald protection to protect you from burns
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KLUDI DUAL-SHOWER-SYSTEMS

Complete wellness
and refreshment.
Systematically designed.
KLUDI dual-shower-systems are the perfect combination of hand and head
showers. The individual components work together perfectly – for a unique
shower experience.
Our systems truly leave nothing to be desired. KLUDI designers and
manufacturers thought through and created our shower systems carefully
and with an eye to what’s important. These systems can be integrated into
some KLUDI bathroom fitting series, and combinations of hand and head
showers can match any design line.

By installing the water-conducting shower rail,
a height tolerance of up to 30 cm is gained, giving
you new potential. This means KLUDI dual-showersystems will also fit under low ceilings.

During installation, the shower arm, which can be
swivelled sideways, can be adjusted steplessly to fit
perfectly to the situation and the showering habits
of users.
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New

New

KLUDI A-QA s
THERMOSTATIC-DUAL-SHOWERSYSTEM DN 15
with head shower 250 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6619505-00

KLUDI A-QA s
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609505-00

KLUDI A-QA s
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 250 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6619205-00

KLUDI A-QA s
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower
and Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609105-00

KLUDI A-QA
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with KLUDI A-QA head shower
4909505-00

KLUDI A-QA
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI A-QA headshower
G 1/2 x 140 x 245 mm
with KLUDI A-QA hand shower
4919105-00

KLUDI A-QA v
Shower Duo:
thermostatic shower mixer
3S shower set KLUDI A-QA v
L = 1100 mm
6209705-00

KLUDI A-QA
Thermostat-MonoShower-System DN 15
50 % water consumption regulation
6608105-00
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KLUDI DUAL-SHOWER-SYSTEMS

KLUDI ZENTA
KLUDI Dual-Shower-System DN 15
mit Tellerkopfbrause 200 mm
KLUDI ZENTA 2S Handbrause und
Suparaflex-Schlauch 1600 mm
6609005-00

KLUDI ZENTA
KLUDI Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm
KLUDI ZENTA 1S hand-held shower
and SUPARAFLEX shower hose
1,600 mm
6167705-00

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower DN 15
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose
1,600 mm
6709605-00

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose
1,600 mm
6709505-00

Thermostatic-DualShower-System DN 15
6709505-00

KLUDI FIZZ
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with 2 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower DN 15
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose
1,600 mm
6709105-00
with three shower cartidge*
6709305-00
chrome
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Both ends of hose
resist twisting
Both ends of hose resist
twisting

Especially
easy operation
easy to adjust, even
with soapy hands

Smooth,
one piece surface
with attractive metallic
effect, especially easy
to care for

KLUDI
SUPARAFLEX
Ceramic flow regulator
can be set to any level
between 20 and 2 litres
per minute

The shower hose
that saves water
No matter which hand shower you use, you
can install the KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER
Eco-shower hose to save water – up to 90 %.
A clever flow regulator you can operate with
just one turn makes it possible.

100 %
10 %

80 %
50 %

The KLUDI SUPARAFLEX SILVER Eco-shower hose allows you
to reduce your flow rate to between 20 and 2 litres per minute
as needed.

Eco-shower hose
G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1250 mm
6107305-00

chrome

Eco-shower hose
G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1600 mm
6107405-00
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WHO OFFERS
WHAT?

Series

An overview of features
KLUDI FIZZ
The functions and characteristics of KLUDI shower series
are numerous and diverse. We show you all this information
here at a glance. This makes it even easier to find the ideal
shower fittings for your needs.

KLUDI A-QA i

No matter which series you choose, you’re always
guaranteed German quality and the highest possible
levels of technical and creative perfection.

Icons
HotStop
Hot water stop at 38 °C.

KLUDI A-QA s

KLUDI A-QA b

Eco
Saves up to 40 % water.

KLUDI A-QA v
cleanout function
Residual water cleanout quick as lightning.

KLUDI ZENTA
Quick lime deposit cleaning system
Limscale can simply be drawn with the ﬁnger.

Volume
The volume jet is consistently wide and soft.

KLUDI LOGO

Smooth
The smooth jet has a circular pattern that creates a gentle,
soft shower spray.

Booster
The booster centres the jet in the middle of the shower head,
creating an invigorating massaging spray.
Height-adjustable, pivoting head shower
The shower bar is adjustable up to 30 cm in height,
and the shower arm can pivot to the side to any position.
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KLUDI FRESHLINE

KLUDI SHOWERS
Features

• Hand shower with quick decalcification
• Large surface shower head
• Shower hygiene – easy to quickly remove extra water
from the hand shower
• Seven mini aerators direct the wide, soft jets into one line
and create consistent, parallel individual jets of water
• Hand shower can also be used as a head shower
• Individually adjustable two and three head shower
• Large hand shower with quick decalcification
• 90 jet openings
• Hand shower angle adjustable up to 30° in 5° increments
• Swivelling wall bar
• Hand shower with quick decalcification
• 97 jet openings
• Shower hygiene – easy to quickly remove extra water
from the hand shower
• Nine mini aerators direct the wide, soft jets into a round shape,
creating constant individual water jets that run parallel to one another
• Dual shower systems: adjustable height and swivels to the side
• Torsion-resistant shower hose on both sides
• Hand shower with Eco-function (saves up to 50% water)
• Full metal wall bar

• Install wall bar without drilling

• Hand shower with quick decalcification
• Dual shower system: adjustable height and swivels to the side
• Hand shower with quick decalcification
• Shower hygiene – easy to quickly remove extra water
from the hand shower
• Six mini aerators direct the wide, soft jets into a round shape,
creating constant individual water jets that run parallel to one another
• Hand shower with quick decalcification
• Shower hygiene – easy to quickly remove extra water
from the hand shower
• Six mini aerators direct the wide, soft jets into a round shape,
creating constant individual water jets that run parallel to one another
• Torsion-resistant shower hose on both sides
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